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Business directories can help your business grow and have a much bigger footprint on the World
Wide Web. Online business directories are without a doubt the most effective internet marketing tool
that is available to business owners these days. Getting listed into a human edited business
directory is even a better option this however can only be possible if your website qualifies.

So, for many people the term human edited directory is new. There are two types of business
directories in terms of operation. Automated or human edited. Automated as the name suggests, will
work automatically. You can submit your details and it will be uploaded as soon as possible without
any questions asked. It is exactly similar to filling a form to get a new email account. They do not
ask you any questions and you can fill anything you want.

Human edited directory would mean that anything you submit may or may not be uploaded and it
will only be uploaded after your submission has been reviewed and approved.

Now, what are the benefits of human edited directories?

First thing you will notice in a human edited directory is that it will have a human touch. There will be
no fake entries or errors. Due to the fact that a human is involved in approval of the content, all
entries will be verified before they appear online which essentially means that the look of a human
directory will appear to be much more credible compared to an automated directory.

Linked to the first pro of a human edited business directory is the fact that once your website or
business is approved for business directory listing, you will automatically gain credibility and
exposure. Generally, human edited business directories carry more weight and credibility with them
so your business is chosen along, it simply means that your website will also gain the same
credibility.

Thirdly, as most business directories allow you to place links, this means improved rankings for your
website which means better popularity after sometime.

Now, human edited businesses directories may or may not be free, so even if at times you need to
pay for them, do it. Secondly, do not submit blank links or mirror sites to a human edited business
directory, you may get blacklisted.

Selecting the best category for your website is also another thing you need to keep in mind while
submitting to a b2b business directory, illegal content or websites which are under construction will
also be rejected and finally, most human edited business directories only accept English.

Following these simple tips will help you get listed in a human edited business directory.
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